**Amplifiers**

**Solicitation Number:** N00173-15-Q-0189  
**Agency:** Department of the Navy  
**Office:** Office of Naval Research  
**Location:** Naval Research Laboratory/Supply

**Notice Type:** Presolicitation  
**Posted Date:** March 23, 2015

**Response Date:**  
**Archiving Policy:** Manual Archive

**Archive Date:**  
**Original Set Aside:** N/A

**Set Aside:**  
Total Small Business

**Classification Code:**  
59 -- Electrical and electronic equipment components

**NAICS Code:**  
334 -- Computer and Electronic Product Manufacturing/334419 -- Other Electronic Component Manufacturing

**Synopsis:**  
Added: Mar 23, 2015 1:47 pm  
The Naval Research Laboratory has a requirement for 1 each TL12UO, 1.25kW, 13.75 – 14.5 GHz Super Linear Hub Mount TWT High Power Amplifier and 1 each T05KO, 450W CW K-Band 27.5 – 31.0 GHz, TWT Outdoor Hub Mount TWT High Power Amplifier. Additional specifications and opening and closing dates will appear in the RFQ. The proposed contract is 100% set-aside for small business concerns. Copies of issued solicitations can only be obtained by downloading them from the Supply and Information Services Division website http://supply.nrl.navy.mil. This requirement will be available for downloading the 16th day after publication of this synopsis.

**Contracting Office Address:**  
4555 Overlook Ave S.W.  
Washington, District of Columbia 20375

**Place of Performance:**  
4555 Overlook Ave SW  
Washington, District of Columbia 20375  
United States
Primary Point of Contact:
Kerry Callahan
kerry.callahan@nrl.navy.mil
Phone: 2027676985
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